Attitude - Influence environment

Social Influence - Standards - Knowledge - Attitude

Self-Efficacy - Attitude

Impediment - Obstacles with respect to intention to change - Knowledge ↑ due education/examination

Motivation - attitude - Intention to change

Skills - Knowledge ↑ - Intention to change

Feedback - Intention to change - Education and own experience

Knowledge - Education and own experience

Behaviour - Action and intention to change - Compliance to set agreements

Skills - Knowledge ↑ - Intention to change

Behaviour - Action and intention to change - Compliance to set agreements

Feedback - Intention to change - Education and own experience

Knowledge - Education and own experience

Skills - Knowledge ↑ - Intention to change

Feedback - Intention to change - Education and own experience

Knowledge - Education and own experience

Skills - Knowledge ↑ - Intention to change

Feedback - Intention to change - Education and own experience

Knowledge - Education and own experience

Skills - Knowledge ↑ - Intention to change

Feedback - Intention to change - Education and own experience

Knowledge - Education and own experience

Skills - Knowledge ↑ - Intention to change

Feedback - Intention to change - Education and own experience